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Sunset Park Paul Auster Alongz
Paul Auster (b. 1947) is one of the most critically acclaimed and intensely studied
authors in America today. His varied career as a novelist, poet, translator, and
filmmaker has attracted scholarly scrutiny from a variety of critical perspectives. The
steadily rising arc of his large readership has made him something of a popular culture
figure with many appearances in print interviews, as well as on television, the radio, and
the internet. Auster's best known novel may be his first, City of Glass (1985), a grim
and intellectually puzzling mystery that belies its surface image as a "detective novel"
and goes on to become a profound meditation on transience and mortality, the
inadequacies of language, and isolation. Fifteen more novels have followed since then,
including The Music of Chance, Moon Palace, The Book of Illusions, and The Brooklyn
Follies. He has, in the words of one critic, "given the phrase 'experimental fiction' a
good name" by fashioning bona fide literary works with all the rigor and intellect
demanded of the contemporary avant-garde. This volume--the first of its kind on
Auster--will be useful to both scholars and students for the penetrating self-analysis and
the wide range of biographical information and critical commentary it contains.
Conversations with Paul Auster covers all of Auster's oeuvre, from The New York
Trilogy--of which City of Glass is a component--to Sunset Park (2010), along with his
screenplays for Smoke (1995) and Blue in the Face (1996). Within, Auster nimbly
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discusses his poetry, memoir, nonfiction, translations, and film directing.
While Miles pursues elusive letters and clues in a perpetual search for his missing twin,
Ryan struggles with the discovery that he is adopted, and Lucy finds her daring escape
from her hometown posing unexpectedly dangerous consequences. By a National Book
Award-nominated author. Reprint.
Having lost his family in a devastating plane crash, Vermont professor David Zimmer
journeys around the world to research the life of a presumed-dead silent film actor, and
he finds his life changed forever when his subsequent writings get unexpected
attention. 75,000 first printing. BOMC. QPB.
From London to Corsica to Paris -- as a young woman pursues the truth about her late
mother, two captivating love stories unfurl in this captivating novel from the author of
The Guest List. Kate Darling's enigmatic mother -- a once-famous ballerina -- has
passed away, leaving Kate bereft. When her grandmother falls ill and bequeaths to
Kate a small portrait of a woman who bears a striking resemblance to Kate's mother,
Kate uncovers a mystery that may upend everything she thought she knew. Kate's
journey to find the true identity of the woman in the portrait takes her to some of the
world's most iconic and indulgent locales, revealing a love story that began in the wild
1920s and was disrupted by war and could now spark new love for Kate. Alternating
between Kate's present-day hunt and voices from the past, The Book of Lost and
Found casts light on family secrets and love -- both lost and found.
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Paul Auster (b. 1947) is one of the most critically acclaimed and intensely studied
authors in America today. His varied career as a novelist, poet, translator, and
filmmaker has attracted scholarly scrutiny from a variety of critical perspectives. The
steadily rising arc of his large readership has made him something of a popular culture
figure with many appearances in print interviews, as well as on television, the radio, and
the internet. Auster's best-known novel may be his first, City of Glass (1985), a grim
and intellectually puzzling mystery that belies its surface image as a “detective novel”
and goes on to become a profound meditation on transience and mortality, the
inadequacies of language, and isolation. Fifteen more novels have followed since then,
including The Music of Chance, Moon Palace, The Book of Illusions, and The Brooklyn
Follies. He has, in the words of one critic, “given the phrase ‘experimental fiction’ a
good name” by fashioning bona fide literary works with all the rigor and intellect
demanded of the contemporary avant-garde. This volume—the first of its kind on
Auster—will be useful to both scholars and students for the penetrating self-analysis and
the wide range of biographical information and critical commentary it contains.
Conversations with Paul Auster covers all of Auster's oeuvre, from The New York
Trilogy—of which City of Glass is a component—to Sunset Park (2010), along with his
screenplays for Smoke (1995) and Blue in the Face (1996). Within, Auster nimbly
discusses his poetry, memoir, nonfiction, translations, and film directing.
The internationally acclaimed novelist Siri Hustvedt has also produced a growing body
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of nonfiction. She has published a book of essays on painting (Mysteries of the
Rectangle) as well as an interdisciplinary investigation of a neurological disorder (The
Shaking Woman or A History of My Nerves). She has given lectures on artists and
theories of art at the Prado, the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York, and the
Academy of Fine Arts in Munich. In 2011, she delivered the thirty-ninth annual Freud
Lecture in Vienna. Living, Thinking, Looking brings together thirty-two essays written
between 2006 and 2011, in which the author culls insights from philosophy,
neuroscience, psychology, psychoanalysis, and literature. The book is divided into
three sections: the essays in Living draw directly from Hustvedt's life; those in Thinking
explore memory, emotion, and the imagination; and the pieces in Looking are about
visual art. And yet, the same questions recur throughout the collection. How do we see,
remember, and feel? How do we interact with other people? What does it mean to
sleep, dream, and speak? What is "the self"? Hustvedt's unique synthesis of knowledge
from many fields reinvigorates the much-needed dialogue between the humanities and
the sciences as it deepens our understanding of an age-old riddle: What does it mean
to be human?
Marco Stanley Fogg, an orphan of the sixties, travels from Manhattan to Utah in search
of himself
A “compelling” (Los Angeles Times) tale of friendship, betrayal, estrangement, and the
unpredictable intrusions of violence in the everyday – from the author of the forthcoming
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4 3 2 1: A Novel "Six days ago, a man blew himself up by the side of a road in northern
Wisconsin. . . ." So begins the story by Peter Aaron about his best friend, Benjamin
Sachs. Sachs had a marriage Aaron envied, an intelligence he admired, a world he
shared. And then suddenly, after a near-fatal fall that might or might not have been
intentional, Sachs disappeared. Now Aaron must piece together the life that led to
Sach's death. His sole aim is to tell the truth and preserve it, before those who are
investigating the case invent an account of their own.
'I was twelve years old the first time I walked on water . . .' So begins Mr Vertigo, the story of
Walt, an irrepressible orphan from the Mid-West. Under the tutelage of the mesmerising
Master Yehudi, Walt is taken back to the mysterious house on the plains to prepare not only for
the ability to fly, but also for the stardom that will accompany it. At the same time a delighted
race through 1920s Americana and a richly allusive parable, Mr Vertigo is a compelling,
magical novel - a work of true originality by a writer at the height of his powers. 'A virtuoso
piece of storytelling by a master of the modern American fable.' The Independent
Literature after Postmodernism explores the use of literary fantastic storylines in contemporary
novels which begin to think beyond postmodernism. They develop an aesthetic perspective
that aims at creation and communication instead of subversion and can thus be considered no
longer deconstructive but reconstructive.
An inside look into Paul Auster's art and craft, the inspirations and obsessions, mesmerizing
and dramatic in turn. A remarkably candid, and often surprisingly dramatic, investigation into
one writer's art, craft, and life, A Life in Words is rooted in three years of dialogue between
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Auster and Professor I. B. Siegumfeldt, starting in 2011, while Siegumfeldt was in the process
of launching the Center for Paul Auster Studies at the University of Copenhagen. It includes a
number of surprising disclosures, both concerning Auster's work and about the art of writing
generally. It is a book that's full of surprises, unscripted yet amounting to a sharply focused
portrait of the inner workings of one of America's most productive and successful writers,
through all twenty-one of Auster's narrative works and the themes and obsessions that drive
them.
“[A] civilized discourse between two cultivated and sophisticated men. . . . It’s a pleasure to be
in their company.” —Michael Dirda, The Washington Post J.M. Coetzee's latest novel, The
Schooldays of Jesus, is now available from Viking. Late Essays: 2006-2016 will be available
January 2018. After a meeting at an Australian literary festival brought them together in 2008,
novelists Paul Auster and J. M. Coetzee began exchanging letters on a regular basis with the
hope they might “strike sparks off each other." Here and Now is the result: a three-year
epistolary dialogue that touches on nearly every subject, from sports to fatherhood, literature to
film, philosophy to politics, from the financial crisis to art, death, eroticism, marriage, friendship,
and love. Their high-spirited and luminous correspondence offers an intimate and often
amusing portrait of these two men as they explore the complexities of the here and now and
reveal their pleasure in each other’s friendship on every page.
From Paris to Rio, everyone’s curious about hot, new Brooklyn. The Brooklyn Experience,
Ellen Freudenheim’s fourth comprehensive Brooklyn guidebook, offers a true insider’s guide,
complete with photographs, itineraries, and insights into one of the most creative, dynamic
cities in the modern world. Walk over the Brooklyn Bridge at dawn or sunset, discover thirtyPage 6/21
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eight unique Brooklyn neighborhoods, and experience the borough like a native. Find out
where to go to the beach and to eat great pizza, what to do with the kids, how to enjoy free and
cheap activities, and where to savor Brooklyn’s famous cuisines. Visit cool independent
shops, greenmarkets, festivals, and delve into the vibrant new cultural scene at the Brooklyn
Academy of Music, Barclays Center, and the lively exploding neighborhoods of DUMBO,
Williamsburg, and Bushwick. Included in the book are essays and the pithy, sometimes funny
comments of sixty cultural, literary, and culinary movers and shakers, culled from exclusive
interviews with experts from the James Beard Foundation to the cofounder of the famous
Brooklyn Book Festival, as well as MacArthur “genius” award winners, to young
entrepreneurs, hipsters, and activists, all of whom have something to say about Brooklyn’s
stunning renaissance. Neighborhood profiles are rich in user-friendly information and details,
including movies, celebrities, and novels associated with each neighborhood. There are also
800 listings of great restaurants, bars, shops, parks, cultural institutions, and historical sites,
complete with contact information. Targeting the independent, curious traveler, The Brooklyn
Experience includes a dozen “do-it-yourself” tours, including a visit to Woody Allen’s
childhood neighborhood, and amazing Revolutionary and Civil War sites. Freudenheim draws
clear—and sometimes surprising—connections between old and new Brooklyn. Written by an
author with an astounding knowledge of all Brooklyn has to offer, The Brooklyn Experience will
guide both first-time and repeat visitors, and will be a fun resource for Brooklynites who enjoy
exploring their own hometown.
From the author of the forthcoming 4 3 2 1: A Novel – a spare, powerful, intensely visionary
novel about the bare-bones conditions of survival In a distant and unsettling future, Anna
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Blume is on a mission in an unnamed city of chaos and disaster. Its destitute inhabitants
scavenge garbage for food and shelter, no industry exists, and an elusive government provides
nothing but corruption. Anna wades through the filth to find her long-lost brother, a one-time
journalist who may or may not be alive. New York Times-bestselling author Paul Auster (The
New York Trilogy) shows us a disturbing Hobbesian society in this dystopian, post-apocalyptic
novel.
For the first time, here is Brooklyn's story through the eyes of its greatest storytellers. Like
Paris in the twenties or postwar Greenwich Village, Brooklyn today is experiencing an
extraordinary cultural boom. In recent years, writers of all stripes—from Jhumpa Lahiri, Jennifer
Egan, and Colson Whitehead to Nicole Krauss and Jonathan Safran Foer—have flocked to its
patchwork of distinctive neighborhoods. But as literary critic and journalist Evan Hughes
reveals, the rich literary life now flourishing in Brooklyn is part of a larger, fascinating history.
With a dynamic mix of literary biography and urban history, Hughes takes us on a tour of
Brooklyn past and present and reveals that hiding in Walt Whitman's Fort Greene Park, Hart
Crane's Brooklyn Bridge, the raw Williamsburg of Henry Miller's youth, Truman Capote's famed
house on Willow Street, and the contested streets of Jonathan Lethem's Boerum Hill is the
story of more than a century of life in America's cities. Literary Brooklyn is a prismatic
investigation into a rich literary inheritance, but most of all it's a deep look into the beloved
borough, a place as diverse and captivating as the people who walk its streets and write its
stories.
Sunset ParkA NovelHenry Holt and Company
Sets forth the dialogue of two movies set against the background of contemporary Brooklyn
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and an interview with Paul Auster
A fiction writer compiles his essays and interviews with such literary greats as Franz Kafka,
Samuel Beckett, Paul Celan, and more in a book that calls attention to the dangerous stakes of
writing and undermines accepted notions about literature
A man's obsession with a silent-film star sends him on a journey into a shadow world of lies,
illusions, and unexpected love Six months after losing his wife and two young sons in an
airplane crash, Vermont professor David Zimmer spends his waking hours mired in a blur of
alcoholic grief and self-pity. Then, watching television one night, he stumbles upon a clip from
a lost silent film by comedian Hector Mann. Zimmer's interest is piqued, and he soon finds
himself embarking on a journey around the world to research a book on this mysterious figure,
who vanished from sight in 1929 and has been presumed dead for sixty years. When the book
is published the following year, a letter turns up in Zimmer's mailbox bearing a return address
from a small town in New Mexico-supposedly written by Hector's wife. "Hector has read your
book and would like to meet you. Are you interested in paying us a visit?" Is the letter a hoax,
or is Hector Mann still alive? Torn between doubt and belief, Zimmer hesitates, until one night
a strange woman appears on his doorstep and makes the decision for him, changing his life
forever. This stunning novel plunges the reader into a universe in which the comic and the
tragic, the real and the imagined, the violent and the tender dissolve into one another. With
The Book of Illusions, one of America's most powerful and original writers has written his
richest, most emotionally charged work yet.
A man pieces together clues to his past—and the identity of his captors—in this fantastic,
labyrinthine novel An old man awakens, disoriented, in an unfamiliar chamber. With no
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memory of who he is or how he has arrived there, he pores over the relics on the desk,
examining the circumstances of his confinement and searching his own hazy mind for clues.
Determining that he is locked in, the man—identified only as Mr. Blank—begins reading a
manuscript he finds on the desk, the story of another prisoner, set in an alternate world the
man doesn't recognize. Nevertheless, the pages seem to have been left for him, along with a
haunting set of photographs. As the day passes, various characters call on the man in his
cell—vaguely familiar people, some who seem to resent him for crimes he can't remember—and
each brings frustrating hints of his identity and his past. All the while an overhead camera
clicks and clicks, recording his movements, and a microphone records every sound in the
room. Someone is watching. Both chilling and poignant, Travels in the Scriptorium is vintage
Auster: mysterious texts, fluid identities, a hidden past, and, somewhere, an obscure
tormentor. And yet, as we discover during one day in the life of Mr. Blank, his world is not so
different from our own.
A compelling anthology of poetry, translations, and composition notes by the author of The
Book of Illusions features selections from Spokes, Wall Writing, Disappearances, Effigies,
White Spaces, and other works, along with biographical details and the author's own thoughts
on his writing.
Captured by pirates in Jamaica and sold into slavery in New England, Resolute Talbot and her
siblings are taught to spin and weave before Resolute finds herself alone in a harsh Lexington
culture torn by a brewing Revolutionary War. 50,000 first printing.
NEW YORK TIMES NOTABLE BOOK A literary crime thriller with “a clever plot that always
surprises, told with dark humor and dry wit” (The New York Times Book Review, Editor’s
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Choice), this brilliant debut follows a famous author whose wife—the brains behind his
success—meets an untimely death, leaving him to deal with the consequences. Henry Hayden
seems like someone you might admire, or even come to think of as a friend. A famous
bestselling author. A loving and devoted husband. A generous and considerate neighbor. But
Henry Hayden is a construction, a mask. His past is a secret, his methods more so. Only he
and his wife know that she is the actual writer of the novels that made him famous. When his
hidden-in-plain-sight mistress becomes pregnant, it seems his carefully conceived façade is
about to crumble. And on a rain-soaked night at the edge of a dangerous cliff, his permanent
solution becomes his most terrible mistake. Now not only are the police after Henry but his
past—which he has painstakingly kept hidden—threatens to catch up with him as well. Henry is
an ingenious man, and he works out an ingenious plan, weaving lies, truths, and half-truths
into a story that might help him survive. Still, the noose tightens. Smart, sardonic, and
compulsively readable, this is the story of a man whose cunning allows him to evade the
consequences of his every action, even when he’s standing on the edge of the abyss.
SHORTLISTED FOR THE 2017 MAN BOOKER PRIZE A Globe and Mail Best Book A New
York Times Notable Book of the Year From the internationally celebrated author of The New
York Trilogy comes a sweeping story of birthright and possibility, of love and the fullness of life
itself, in which we follow the four parallel lives, loves, and obsessions of one remarkable boy
during a time of great change in America. On March 3, 1947, in the maternity ward of Beth
Israel Hospital in Newark, New Jersey, Archibald Isaac Ferguson, the one and only child of
Rose and Stanley Ferguson, is born. From that single beginning, Ferguson's life will take four
simultaneous and independent fictional paths. Four Fergusons made of the same genetic
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material, four boys who are the same boy, will go on to lead four parallel and entirely different
lives. Family fortunes diverge. Loves and friendships and intellectual passions contrast.
Chapter by chapter, the rotating narratives evolve into an elaborate dance of inner worlds
enfolded within the outer forces of history as, one by one, the intimate plot of each Ferguson's
story rushes on across the tumultuous and fractured terrain of mid-twentieth-century America.
A boy grows up -- again and again and again. As inventive and dexterously constructed as
anything Paul Auster has ever written, 4 3 2 1 is an unforgettable tour de force, the crowning
work of this masterful writer's extraordinary career.

Through the work of Paul Auster, this book explores the relationship between
texts and the writing tools used to produce them.
Two students at a renowned writing school, Roman and Bernard, vie for the
admiration of their charismatic and mysterious poet professor and forge a
relationship that has lasting repercussions on their art and their lives.
"I was the summer that man first walked on the moon. I was very young back
then, but I did not believe there would ever be a future..." Spanning three
generations, Moon Palace is the story of Marco Stanley Fogg and his quest for
identity in the modern world. Moving from the concrete canyons of Manhattan to
the cruelly beautiful landscape of the American West, it is a meditation on and reexamination of America, art and the self, by one of America's foremost authors.
Paul Auster's Sunset Park is set in the sprawling flatlands of Florida, where
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twenty-eight-year-old Miles is photographing the last lingering traces of families
who have abandoned their houses due to debt or foreclosure. Miles is haunted
by guilt for having inadvertently caused the death of his step-brother, a situation
that caused him to flee his father and step-mother in New York seven years ago.
What keeps him in Florida is his relationship with a teenage high-school girl,
Pilar, but when her family threatens to expose their relationship, Miles decides to
protect Pilar by going back to Brooklyn, where he settles in a squat to prepare
himself to face the inevitable confrontation with his father - a confrontation he has
been avoiding for years. Set against the backdrop of the devastating global
recession, and pulsing with the energy of Auster's previous novel Invisible,
Sunset Park is as mythic as it is contemporary, as in love with baseball as it is
with literature. It is above all, a story about love and forgiveness - not only among
men and women, but also between fathers and sons.
Whenever Selina asked about her late father, the grandmother who raised her
changed the subject. The chance discovery of a photograph gave Selina hope
that he was still alive and sent her searching for him on a small Spanish island. In
this lush paradise, Selina found George Dyer, a writer who would help her solve
the mystery of her past...and might hold the key to her future. When you read a
novel like Sleeping Tiger by Rosamunde Pilcher you enter a special world where
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emotions sing from the heart. A world that lovingly captures the ties that bind us
to one another-the joys and sorrows, heartbreaks and misunderstandings, and
glad, perfect moments when we are in true harmony. A world filled with
evocative, engrossing, and above all, enjoyable portraits of people's lives and
loves, tenderly laid open for us...
This is the story of a young man's struggle to stay afloat. By turns poignant and
comic, Paul Auster's memoir is essentially an autobiographical essay about
money--and what it means not to have it. From one odd job to the next, from one
failed scheme to another, Auster investigates his own stubborn compulsion to
make art and describes his ingenious, often far-fetched attempts to survive on
next to nothing. From the streets of New York City and Paris to the rural roads of
upstate New York, the author treats us to a series of remarkable adventures and
unforgettable encounters and, in several elaborate appixes, to previously
unknown work from these years.
From the bestselling author of Oracle Night and The Book of Illusions, an
exhilarating, whirlwind tale of one man's accidental redemption Nathan Glass has
come to Brooklyn to die. Divorced, estranged from his only daughter, the retired
life insurance salesman seeks only solitude and anonymity. Then Nathan finds
his long-lost nephew, Tom Wood, working in a local bookstore—a far cry from the
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brilliant academic career he'd begun when Nathan saw him last. Tom's boss is
the charismatic Harry Brightman, whom fate has also brought to the "ancient
kingdom of Brooklyn, New York." Through Tom and Harry, Nathan's world
gradually broadens to include a new set of acquaintances—not to mention a stray
relative or two—and leads him to a reckoning with his past. Among the many
twists in the delicious plot are a scam involving a forgery of the first page of The
Scarlet Letter, a disturbing revelation that takes place in a sperm bank, and an
impossible, utopian dream of a rural refuge. Meanwhile, the wry and acerbic
Nathan has undertaken something he calls The Book of Human Folly, in which
he proposes "to set down in the simplest, clearest language possible an account
of every blunder, every pratfall, every embarrassment, every idiocy, every foible,
and every inane act I had committed during my long and checkered career as a
man." But life takes over instead, and Nathan's despair is swept away as he finds
himself more and more implicated in the joys and sorrows of others. The
Brooklyn Follies is Paul Auster's warmest, most exuberant novel, a moving and
unforgettable hymn to the glories and mysteries of ordinary human life.
Several months into his recovery from a near-fatal illness, thirty-four-year-old
novelist Sidney Orr enters a stationery shop in the Cobble Hill section of Brooklyn
and buys a blue notebook. It is September 18, 1982, and for the next nine days
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Orr will live under the spell of this blank book, trapped inside a world of eerie
premonitions and puzzling events that threaten to destroy his marriage and
undermine his faith in reality. Why does his wife suddenly break down in tears in
the backseat of a taxi just hours after Sidney begins writing in the notebook? Why
does M. R. Chang, the owner of the stationery shop, precipitously close his
business the next day? What are the connections between a 1938 Warsaw
telephone directory and a lost novel in which the hero can predict the future? At
what point does animosity explode into violence? To what degree is forgiveness
the ultimate expression of love? Paul Auster's mesmerizing eleventh novel reads
like an old-fashioned ghost story. But there are no ghosts in this book—only fleshand-blood human beings, wandering through the haunted realms of everyday life.
At once a meditation on the nature of time and a journey through the labyrinth of
one man's imagination, Oracle Night is a narrative tour de force that confirms
Auster's reputation as one of the boldest, most original writers at work in America
today.
Luminous, passionate, expansive, an emotional tour de force Sunset Park follows the
hopes and fears of a cast of unforgettable characters brought together by the
mysterious Miles Heller during the dark months of the 2008 economic collapse. An
enigmatic young man employed as a trash-out worker in southern Florida obsessively
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photographing thousands of abandoned objects left behind by the evicted families. A
group of young people squatting in an apartment in Sunset Park, Brooklyn. The
Hospital for Broken Things, which specializes in repairing the artifacts of a vanished
world. William Wyler's 1946 classic The Best Years of Our Lives. A celebrated actress
preparing to return to Broadway. An independent publisher desperately trying to save
his business and his marriage. These are just some of the elements Auster magically
weaves together in this immensely moving novel about contemporary America and its
ghosts. Sunset Park is a surprising departure that confirms Paul Auster as one of our
greatest living writers.
Booker Prize-shortlisted and New York Times bestselling author Paul Auster's
comprehensive, landmark biography of the great American writer Stephen Crane. With
Burning Boy, celebrated novelist Paul Auster tells the extraordinary story of Stephen
Crane, best known as the author of The Red Badge of Courage, who transformed
American literature through an avalanche of original short stories, novellas, poems,
journalism, and war reportage before his life was cut short by tuberculosis at age twentyeight. Auster’s probing account of this singular life tracks Crane as he rebounds from
one perilous situation to the next: A controversial article written at twenty disrupts the
course of the 1892 presidential campaign, a public battle with the New York police
department over the false arrest of a prostitute effectively exiles him from the city, a starcrossed love affair with an unhappily married uptown girl tortures him, a common-law
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marriage to the proprietress of Jacksonville’s most elegant bawdyhouse endures, a
shipwreck results in his near drowning, he withstands enemy fire to send dispatches
from the Spanish-American War, and then he relocates to England, where Joseph
Conrad becomes his closest friend and Henry James weeps over his tragic, early
death. In Burning Boy, Auster not only puts forth an immersive read about an
unforgettable life but also, casting a dazzled eye on Crane’s astonishing originality and
productivity, provides uniquely knowing insight into Crane’s creative processes to
produce the rarest of reading experiences—the dramatic biography of a brilliant writer as
only another literary master could tell it.
An old man sits in a room, with a single door and window, a bed, a desk and a chair.
Each day he awakes with no memory, unsure of whether or not he is locked into the
room. Attached to the few objects around him are one-word, hand-written labels, and
on the desk is a series of vaguely familiar black-and-white photographs and four piles of
paper. Then a middle-aged woman called Anna enters and talks of pills and treatment,
but also of love and promises. Who is this Mr Blank, and what is his fate? What does
Anna represent from his past - and will he have enough time to ever make sense of the
clues that arise? After the huge success of The Brooklyn Follies, his new novel sees
Auster return to the metaphysical territory familiar from his enormously influential The
New York Trilogy. A dark puzzle, and a game that implicates both reader and writer
alike, Travels in the Scriptorium is a mind-altering exploration of language,
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responsibility and the passage of time. 'Travels in the Scriptorium returns to . . . the
nihilistic gaiety of Beckett (in particular Krapp) or the sub-dermal violence of Pinter.'
New Statesman
Literary ombudsman John Crace never met an important book he didnt like to
deconstruct.From Salman Rushdie to John Grisham, Crace retells the big books in just
500 bitingly satirical words, pointing his pen at the clunky plots, stylistic tics and
pretensions to Big Ideas, as he turns publishers golden dream books into dross. In the
grand tradition of Tom Lehrer and Stan Freberg, Crace takes the books that produce
the most media hype and retells each story in its authors inimitable style. Philip Roth,
Don Delillo, Margaret Drabble, Paul Auster, Alice Sebold, John Updike, Tom Wolfe,
Ruth Rendell, A.S. Byatt, John LeCarre, Michael Crichton and Ian McEwan all emerge
delightfully scathed in this book that makes it easy to talk knowingly about books youve
never bothered to read or, for that matter, should have.
The Horror issue features original cover artwork by Jake and Dinos Chapman and a
line-up of contributors that includes some of the greatest names in contemporary fiction.
Stephen King tells the story of a retired judge with a deadly secret. Don DeLillo
imagines a moviegoer-turned-stalker and Paul Auster writes of his mother's death.
Rajesh Parameswaran dips into the mind of a tiger who escapes from a zoo and
terrorizes a neighbourhood. Will Self writes of his blood disease and Daniel Alarcon
explores the phenomenon of staged, high-camp blood baths. Mark Doty ruminates on a
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close encounter between Walt Whitman and Bram Stoker. CONTRIBUTORS: Daniel
Alarcon, Paul Auster, Tom Bamforth, Roberto Bolano, Don DeLillo, Mark Doty, Sarah
Hall, Stephen King, Kanitta Meechubot (artist), Julie Ostuka, D.A. Powell (poem),
Rajesh Parameswaran, Santiago Roncagliolo, Will Self, Joy Williams.
A new novel with a dark political twist from "one of America's greats."* Man in the Dark
is Paul Auster's brilliant, devastating novel about the many realities we inhabit as wars
flame all around us. Seventy-two-year-old August Brill is recovering from a car accident
in his daughter's house in Vermont. When sleep refuses to come, he lies in bed and
tells himself stories, struggling to push back thoughts about things he would prefer to
forget—his wife's recent death and the horrific murder of his granddaughter's boyfriend,
Titus. The retired book critic imagines a parallel world in which America is not at war
with Iraq but with itself. In this other America the twin towers did not fall and the 2000
election results led to secession, as state after state pulled away from the union and a
bloody civil war ensued. As the night progresses, Brill's story grows increasingly
intense, and what he is so desperately trying to avoid insists on being told. Joined in the
early hours by his granddaughter, he gradually opens up to her and recounts the story
of his marriage. After she falls asleep, he at last finds the courage to revisit the trauma
of Titus's death. Passionate and shocking, Man in the Dark is a novel of our moment, a
book that forces us to confront the blackness of night even as it celebrates the
existence of ordinary joys in a world capable of the most grotesque violence. *Time Out
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Read Online Sunset Park Paul Auster Alongz
(Chicago)
FICTION-GENERAL
An octogenarian narrator recounts his extraordinary childhood during the second
quarter of the century--the era of Prohibition, Babe Ruth, and Lindbergh--when Master
Yehudi rescued him from the streets and taught him to fly and walk on water. 35,000
first printing. $30,000 ad/promo.
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